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Textile design is creativity and understanding of craftsmanship &
functionality, transformed into fabrics as mesmerizing as nature 
itself. Ever since I remember, I have loved to draw and paint. Today I 
also enjoy nature photography and use my pictures and drawings as 
inspiration for textile patterns for the home textile market.

With over 25 years of extensive experience in design services and 
colour concepts for high-end brands, I draw inspiration from nature, 
architecture and cultural motifs to conceive patterns that evoke 
emotions, tell stories, or simply delight the senses. 
The rhythmic repetition of geometric shapes, the organic flow of 
floral motifs, or the bold clash of contrasting colors - patterns have 
the power to imbue fabrics with personality and character. 

Inspired by the beauty of nature, I am proud to present my latest 
carpet collection ‘Gardeners of Paradise’.

Silke Marsen

The story of the designer



Gardeners of paradise
Luxury handmade carpet collection
in finest materials

You can bring your paradise home!
Nature inspires us, nurtures us, heals us.

With our bespoke premium carpets, we grow and trim 
yours and our ideas of paradise for your home and make 
it the best quality and artwork that we can imagine. In-
dulge yourself with a long-lasting piece that lifts up the 
atmosphere of your space.

We are the gardeners of your paradise at home and your 
flowers and plants will keep on blooming forever in the 
finest merino wool and fine bamboo silk or in a super 
soft sustainable yarn made from PET, that was saved 
from the ocean to protect endagered species. 



Monstera

hand tufted 
hand carved
75 % finest New Zealand wool
25 % bamboo silk



Monstera

The decorative leaf of the Monstera is always 
beautiful to relax your eyes on a natural green.
The golden viscose background reminds me 
of valuable paintings from the time between 
400-1450 a.D. where the golden background 
was meant to symbolise heaven.



Paradise Flower

hand tufted
hand carved

100% finest New Zealand wool



Paradise Flower

I am fascinated by the rhythm of the leafs 
that have the same colour, but appear 

differenty in individual shades, as the angle 
to the viewer and the sun changes. 

We achieve this rhythmic effect using 
different levels of carving 

and the light plays with the relief.



Osaka

hand tuftet
hand carved
100% finest New Zealand wool



Osaka

Like a jade stone with a carved wave,Like a jade stone with a carved wave,
this luxury carpet is made in this luxury carpet is made in 
many hours of finest craftsmanshipmany hours of finest craftsmanship
by a group of female artisans, by a group of female artisans, 
who love to work with their hands.who love to work with their hands.



Golden Sun

hand woven
40% cotton

60% linen/viscose mix



Stormy Sea

hand tuftet
hand carved
100% finest New Zealand wool



Stormy Sea

I am fascinated by the foaming waves 
of the sea, as well as the incredibly 

dense quality of this hand tufted rug, 
which depicts the waves as a relief 

and holds its shape due to the 
density and steadfastness of the 

high-quality wool fibers.



Stone Corfu

hand knotted
hand carved
100% finest New Zealand wool
semi-worsted



Stone Corfu

An abandonned house at the beach on the beautiful island 
corfu caught my attention because of the eroded paint on 
the walls - layer by layer show different times of this house, 
rose on the surface, mixed with a darker rust and a light 
chalky blue, this wall is beautiful and I find it
worthwile turning it into a luxury carpet.



Coco Moss

hand tuftet
13%  finest New Zealand wool

7% spun viscose, 47% chenille viscose,
22% felted New Zealand wool

11% boucle wool



Coco Moss

A mixture of yarns in a checkered 
design brings the timeless elegance 

of Coco Chanel into your living room 
while combining beautifully 

the different colours 
of the surrounding. 



Dolomiti Mountains

hand knotted 150 knots
100% finest New Zealand wool, 
semi-worsted



Dolomiti Mountains

A beautiful view of the mountains, changing with 
the light of the sun, always new. I have captured 
this amazing nature in my carpet-design and 
followed the movement of the mountains.
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Purple Wood

hand knotted 150 knots
96% finest New Zealand wool

semi-worsted
4% pure silk fine spun



Purple Wood

A salty water fountain dried the stem of 
this huge tree making it age quickly. 
The annual rings are my inspiration for 
this beautiful natural design in which 
I just changed the colours from a pale 
white-grey to lively tones of burgundy and 
purple.



Light and Dark

hand woven Kilim
98% finest New Zealand wool

2% viscose as accent colour



Light and Dark

These luxury Kilims in finest New 
Zealand wool are hand made on a Kilim 

loom and show a beautiful twill 
structure that is mirrored to 

form a diamond shape. 
The colour accent woven at both ends 

in fine spun viscose 
brings a modern twist into the 
classical simplicity of this rug.

The tied fringes make this 
rug even more unique.



All designs are available in any shape and size.

You can get an artwork and sample in advance to see if the 
carpet will perfectly suit your home. In addition, you can 
choose any colour and define it with either RAL, Pantone, 
ARS or Chromatone.  

If you want to define the colour by a piece of fabric, please 
keep in mind that this can delay the process by about a 
week, as it has to be sent to the production team and 
converted into a dyeing recipe for wool.

I hope you enjoy designing your living space. 

yours

Shape, size, colours

Your individual carpet
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